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Q1: Does your company currently provide services to any element and/or 

subordinate unit of USAF AFMC?

Answered: 19    Skipped: 0
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Q2: What challenges or road blocks are you experiencing in doing 

business with the USAF as or with Small Business?
1 Access to contractors. SBA does not hold events to meet or 

introduce contractors to contracting. 
SBA is a road block

2 Lack of non-8a opportunities under $4M 
that aren't acquired through IDIQ 
contracts.

Lack of WOSB opportunities Requirement for CMMI certification.

3 Relevant prime contract vehicle Government award time frame Concerns about LPTA environment versus SLAs.  

4 Time it takes to actually get to contract 
award

Difficulty in having meaningful 
discussions with Government resources

Use of mandated contract vehicles limits small business awards to just those 
companies

5 Almost exclusive focus on small businesses 
without consideration of cost to the 
government.

Customers afraid to talk to contractors. Contracting offices committed to one or two acquisition strategies and not willing 
to discuss other options.

6 USAF preference for using large IDIQs/BPAsUSAF preference for using LBs as primes 
to manage SBs

Complexity of USAF procurement process makes bid preparation cost too much

7 We still see language in to many RFPs that 
only incumbent contractors can provide 
and if is a true requirment should be sole 
sourced or removed for true competition. 

We are back to bundling/consolidation 
plus placing them on IDIQ contracts 
which reduces your ability to compete.

Many Contracting Officers and Program Managers (government) still refuse to 
communicate with contractors while in RFI and pre RFP stages. This greatly 
effects our ability to 1, understand the real requirments 2, establish teaming that 
truly provides the government best value 3, not able to present new and 
innovative ways to approach thier projects. What is this time for if not to gain 
knowledge on both sides of the effort?

8 From an OASIS perspective, a lack of follow up after the RFI process. Announcements should be made if SB will be used or an alternative strategy

9 aggregation of contracts under GWACs building relationships with LArge
businesses to understand their needs as 
it relates to thier SB goals

SB that are primes on the large GWACS and are allowed to remain primes well 
past the time frame they past the awarded size standard

10 Getting timely information regarding forthcoming procurements
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Q2: What challenges or road blocks are you experiencing in doing 

business with the USAF as or with Small Business?

11 Access to potential clients Access to contract vehicles as a prime Forcast/Visibility on opportunities
12 Lack of past performance with DoD or USAF Lack of current presence with DoD or USAF Differing guidelines/standards from civilian agencies

13 Lack of GSA contract vehicles Lack of available partners interested in working with 
"new" small businesses

Until just recently, the lack of an 8(a)

14 LPTA does not provide adequate services to the 
customer.

For small businesses having to provide Past Perf for 
the same scale/size/complexity as a prime when you 
are tying to grow into some work.

Failure to recognize innovative approaches that some 
small businesses bring.

15 Limited access to opportunities. Every time that we go to a small business office we hear about them using NETCENTS. We are not on it so we are unable to prime  a 
lot of IT opportunities.

16 Increasing reliance on LPTA Inability to meet with the customer prior to 
solicitation

Inability to obtain accurate requirements forecast

17 limited access to govt personnel govt tends to go to incumbents without competition
18 Educating the USAF on the use of the STARS II GWAC We are also a SDVOSB and it appears to SDVOSB companies that the USAF doesn't really "put their money 

where there mouth is" when it comes to contracting with SDVOSBs.

19 Communication of Air Force requirements before they 
are released as an RFP

Open dialogue with industry to understand the 
requirements

Expensive and time consuming competitions
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Q3: What things is the USAF doing well with respect to engaging small 

business?
1 More set asides ????? ???????????
2 Working with the SBA to achieve SB goals Meeting with SBs to address challenges Emphasizing importance of SB goals to 

Contracting.

3 Industry Days RFIs Engagement
4 SB offices at WPAFB communicate well w/small businesses AFRL/SB Tec^Edge is a great resource Awareness to use Small Businesses

5 Very committed to small businesses with direct support.
6 Outreach has improved significantly over the past couple years

7 We believe the SB office is trying to do the right things. Its a matter of having authority to make others follow their guidance.

8 EPASS Phasing Schedule is great
9 Engagegment from SB offices out reach metric reporting

10 Holding industry days Issuing Request for Information (RFIs)

11 Appears to be a sincere effort to meet SB goals
12 Willingness to listen
13 N/A N/A N/A
14 Mandating some work to go small business. Holding industry days to go over the five year 

plan with small businesses.
Publishing opportunities that are designed for 
small business.

15 Outreach to the small business community is great.
16 Migrating "full and open" business to small business competition Maintaining "small business" subcontracting requirements for the large primes

17 moving efforts from large business to small business meeting SB goals direct awards to wosb and sbwob

18 Once the contracting officers learn how to use the STARS II GWAC they seem to like how it works to easily get us on contract.

19 Availability of SB reps Easy to find AF SB reps on the AF Portal
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Q4: What can the government do to improve the USAF Small Business 

Program?
1 More 8a set asides More SDVOSB set asides More set asides for small business
2 Set goals for number of SB companies receiving 

contracts, rather than just total dollars going to a few 
companies.

Allow exceptions to mandatory use IDIQs for small 
business set-asides.

Encourage small businesses to use small business 
subcontractors through proposal evaluation and 
contract performance points.

3 Hold opportunity specific conference calls with PMs. Hold "niche" functional/technical industry brown bag 
briefings.   

Hold "innovation days" industry events.  

4 Allow small businesses to compete for work; not just 
those on mandatory vehicles where small businesses 
are considered to be 1500 size standard

Ensure PMs know to talk w/small businesses until the 
RFP is actually released

Have real dialog - not just the same "how to do business 
with the governement" presentations - those are too 
low level 

5 Make all competitions full and open but make them 
best value tradeoff with small business being the 
number one factor.  The government would then truly 
know what it costs to go with a small business.

Stop offering small businesses $50M plus contracts.  
They will most likely rely on a large business to succeed.

Get rid of the Alaska Native program.  This program is a 
farce and we all know it.

6 Institute simplified procurement procedures for SB 
procurements

Lessen reliance on large IDIQ/BPAs Sole source some of the smaller procurements to 
eligible SBs

7 Utilize mid-tier businesses NAICS codes. Once a 
company grows out of the $27.5M they are competing 
with CSC, SAIC, NG.....

Force open communication of programs when in RFI 
and Pre RFP stages.

Start to utilize government cost estimates when looking 
at LPTA instead of awarding to unrealisticlly low bids. 
This increases SB failure to execute and brings into 
question our ability to be successful on critical 
programs.

8 Comms across all Commands / Bases
9 mature a process for SB who successfully grow out of 

size standards in to the Large Business buckets 
Contracts requirements that have been commoditized are being contracted out iin that fashion: LPTA RFPs 
should just consist of Pricing Sheets

10 Hold small business forums with procurement agencies
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Q4: What can the government do to improve the USAF Small Business 

Program?

11 Review dependencies of GWAC vehicles.  Many small business are not Prime and they can not compete and or see task order

12 Provide SB outreach/industry-day sessions Announce SB opportunities nationwide Be receptive to new SB vendors

13 Increased frequency of new business outreach 
opportunities

Increased frequency of partnering (Small and Large vendor) opportunities

14 More education on what the AF is looking for. More meetings held at different locations to increase 
exposure to AF needs.

Allow the customer more input in the decision process 
for selecting winning bids.

15 Identify an appropriate balance of requirements that are released on NETCENTS. Give qualified small businesses not on NETCENTS an opportunity to prime IT contracts.

16 Educate the customer regarding allowable activities 
prior to solicitation

Publish a bit more accurate requirements forecasting to increase the potential for competition

17 help with transition from 8a to non 8a sb
18 SBDOSB set asides like the 8(a) program.  I understand that this is a FAR issue.  The USAF should push this harder.
19 Communicate requirements early and accurately
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Q5: What type of Outreach Events would you like to see the USAF 

conduct in 2016?

1 Contractor to contracting get together SBA contracting classes Be more open. 

2 Round table SB discussions; followed by action. Industry Days for acquisitions.  Combined Contracting and Industry training sessions 
regarding regulations and SB requirements.

3 Innovation Days Brown Bag Vendor Briefings Events specific to cloud and data analytics.   

4 Looking forward to AFLCMC LCID in Sep 16 Continued Outreach Mtgs by AFMC/SB

5 Routine communication of pending acquisition.  Not just industry days, but electronic communication.  Seaport e had a good forecast process.  NETCENTS II SB 
application does not.

6 Continue current activities
7 Industry day's with real open communication.
8 Something similar to AUSA (Army) held in DC.
9 Force Large Business to Report Requirements, Metrics and Opportunites as the SBO does

10 Organizational Industry day events i.e. AFRL, each PEO or by geographical location.

11 Perhaps have a AF small business forum like the VA does every year

12 National/Regional SB Industry Days
13 "Meet the USAF Small Business" "Doing business with the USAF"

14 See above.
15 Events where industry can meet the customer, similar to what the VA is doing every year.

16 Forums which accurately outline requirements for a related set of customers

17 Seminars for new sb, how to get 8a status how to break tbe incumbent barrier

18 More requirements related Industry Days.

19 Dialogue with industry on pending requirements
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1 I'v travelled to numerous bases and the SBA can be helpful or a road block. 
2 Although the federal government seems to recognize the importance of SBs to our economy, the IDIQ mandates are eliminating the smaller contracts that non-8a 

companies need to become established and grow.  These IDIQ mandates are reducing the Government's industrial base, eliminating innovative ideas, competition, 
and flexibility.  

3
4 The Small Business Offices at WPAFB are doing well with communication.  The linkage to the PMs and COs needs to be strengthened.
5 I understand that the USAF SB office does what is required by law and policy.  But if the SB office isn't focused on addressing the real issues and challenging the law 

and policy then they are not serving their first constituent...the American taxpayer.
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 While we are still awaiting the official award of our 8(a), the general consensus I've had from almost anyone I've approached is that it is pointless to start reaching out 

to anyone until I have that or some other SBA designation in place.
14
15
16
17 Great work!
18
19


